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me (ML: =machine learning)

This is a ML project!

What
you need for ML project:

- Problem to solve

- Bata

-Algorithm:aPrediction algorithm
· Loss fat
· Optimiser



duction
tosolve:

Turn an assetaslike "Apple Inc"

into a vector Apple-RN. Generally,
Lai EIRP should be dense, i.e. all

its entries should be non-zero &

Horeby be used.

E.g. Lai should not be a unitvector

Iwhich are also called one hot en-

codings).
Data:
-

Prices of 500 largest US companies

against time, i.e. p

Specifically, this set of data is

called S&P 500.



pirationfrom "Natural language pro-

cessing"(NLP), e.g."continuous bay of words
11

approach,

There, words are turned into rec-

for ("word2res"by [Mikolov2p13],
[Pennington 20143),

e.g. 2n =10.7, 0.3)"&

enelo=(0.8, 0.35)&

exe
=F0.1, 0.515.

Useful for similarity,

simlei, eil-try-cosine of auste
between ei&2j

so that

Sim/Ini, Ivello)
=0.992 -similar

Simeni, 2bye) =0.206 - not so similar



& arithretics [Mikolov201):

Eking-Imant woman1 queen

it
axisin

Also useful in many downstream

MC tasks that operate on language.

E.g. Transformermodels that power

large language models like GPT

models, a hence also thatGPT,
use word (or to be precise:token)

embeddings (Vaswani(2017) NIPS].
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-work& prediction algo

on =[ a,
,

. .

., am3 -asset universe

0 Fai
=9p8", ..., py) - prices

-> Fai= [r,"", ..., we w

rai-ZPte" - returns
Pt-1

o Construct contextdataset by selecting
↓ a: It Slai,t) the Cassets aj
that minimise 12" -21.
-> one obtains dataset of size /uIx+

O Xai ~ one-hot encoded vector,
i.e. in components (Xailj=dij



· Define embedding mabix

E I ? I-

einRMXN
· given spai,t), computehiddenstate
as mean embedding

n =w
+

(tag ( with aj; ->Stai,t)

Lastly compute neural network (NN)

prediction as

p/target/context) =softmax/Ehl

with (softmax/z1);=Ifor i=1, ..., k
& z =(7,,,zk)ER*,

5'
i.e. softmax pro-

duces a discrete probability distribution.



Two possible noise reduction strategies:

Noise red 1:different weighting

·Noise red. 2:Exclude Slai,t if

va"statistically common



fet
Loss function defines optimisation
objective. Herewe want topredict

target asset given contextto then ob-

taim W which stores the embeddings.
Consider a training sample Slai,t) of
↓argetasset as at time to

We now compare the predicted pro-
bability over assets from the NN,

Pp(aj) S(ai,t), 0) -> IR'
↑

predicted ↑
NN parameters E
to optimise

to the ground truth,

Pelaj) Scai,t))
=(din,,mER".

↑true



The loss function is chosen to be

the categorical crossentropy so that

the loss of a single sample is computed
as:

l(p + ,pp) = - [4(a) logp,(a)

Motivation behind categorical crossentropy
loss: Use Kullback-Leibler (KL) di-

vergence

kL(pt,pp) =Ip t (a) log/p)

-ogPilal [logpt-logpp]

=ptallogpt(a) - [p+1a) log pp(a)
U

en

=COUSt =0 = :H(p + ,pp)
=>omitted for opti- - H(pt)
misation E



misation
Optimise E tominimise loss to approach

it
with

pp,
which is actually only

a proxy to obtain LaiTai,

Basic idea is called stochastic gradient
descent (SGD). Consider loss over batch:

(10) =5 (p+ 19;Dil), Pp(ag1Di,0)
~ bEbatch size, which is a hyper-
parameter that is to be tuned manually,
and D,the ith sample from data

batch D. Side note:joining all batches,

one obtains the full training dataset8,

8 =(Sla,,t,1, Sla,,tel, ..., S/am1, 5)].
morein

D D



Lastly, the optimisation step is per-
formed as

Onew=Poed-y YoL/0),

wry as learning rate that is

yet another hyperparameter that is

to be tuned manually,
side note 1:There one much more

sophisticated optimises than
SGD. Most people use those

more sophisticated ones.

side note 2:Analgorithm called "back

propagation"is usedto

compute D0L(0) for NNS

of almostarbitrary topology.



huplementation-
-

Implemented to compute one batch,
that is then used for optimisation

step, simultaneously.



caseor benchmark for sinisen
between assets;traditionally, come-

lations are used for that,

Quality of embeddings:
- Neighbours: Table I

- Arithmetics;Table I

- Visualisation;Fig. 3

Potential use:

- Construct hedged portfolio:Fig. 4

I Tables & Figs refer to IDolphin etal. (2022).


